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A Message from the PRESIDENT:

What Really Makes A Show
Our Prize List drafts were all approved by USEF, IALHA, and
ANCCE. They are now on the website along with the entry
forms. We have contracted the Virginia Horse Center’s
prestigious Anderson Coliseum for the Classic, all of our
Officials and Staff are in place, and we now need to obtain
the last and most important element.
• Add a nice facility—STILL no horse show
• Add the Competitors—STILL no horse show
• Add the noble steeds—STILL no horse show
What we really need to make our shows successful is a crew
of VOLUNTEERS.
Many of our competitors and spectators are unaware
that the TD and Show Steward must file a report of the show
to USEF. One of the main concerns in the report is about
Volunteers. Were there enough? Did they get the training
needed to perform their tasks efficiently? Did Show
Management take care of them adequately in terms of food,
drink, and reasonable shift lengths? If the answers to those
questions aren't what the licensing organization needs to
hear, then the license itself is in jeopardy.
Realizing that volunteering is a labor of love, ERAHC
will like to offer to our Volunteers the following:
• You will be well fed and have plenty to drink throughout
the day
• You will get breaks
• You will be walked through and provided information for
your assignment
• You will have backup if unforeseen problems arise
• You will have our expressed thanks including a small gift
at the end of the day.
Finally, it must be mentioned that a Volunteer should NEVER
need to deal with an unhappy competitor's unsportsmanlike
behavior. At all times a Volunteer must be able to rely on
Show Management's intervention.
For those who volunteer two full days, we also offer a
complimentary stall at the show of their choice. If you can
Volunteer, we would love to hear from you. The following
are the shows we need help with and who to contact:
• ERAHC Region 6 Show: Linda Denniston; crqhf@aol.com
or 301-447-6240
• ERAHC Region 6 and Classic Open Dressage: Linda
Denniston (see above)
• ERAHC Classic Andalusian/Lusitano Show: Julie Coon;
jcoonrgtym@aol.com or 859-865-4407
• ERAHC Classic ANCCE: Linda Denniston (see above)

We Need You A.S.A.P!
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Under New Management
With this issue, Hoof Prints has a new editor, and I would like to
introduce myself along with my goals for ERAHC’s newsletter. 2009
was a difficult year for organizations and individuals, including
ERAHC. With 2010, however, the outlook is optimistic, and it is my
intent that Hoof Prints become the premiere regional publication for
the Iberian horse in the Eastern United States and Canada. We are
again accepting advertising, which helps support the newsletter, but
we need to know what our members want.
We are off to a great start with the generous help of long-time
ERAHC supporter MaryBeth Horan, who sent us her translation of
the speech given by Juan Llamas at his tribute at SICAB in 2009 for
his 25 years as a judge of the PRE. His knowledge and dedication to
the Pure Spanish Horse are unparalleled, and ERAHC has been
twice honored by his participation as judge and speaker at our
Classic show. Now, he appears twice in a single issue of Hoof
Prints, with a report on his seminar last April in Virginia, one of only
four stops on his first U.S. lecture tour in a decade.
Hoof Prints is your publication, so please send me your
suggestions as to what you would like to see in print. I will do my
best to see that Hoof Prints meets your expectations.
—Carol M. Stockton, Editor, Hoof Prints
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Words of thanks and wisdom given by

JUAN LLAMAS PERDIGO

	
  

Constant and Stalwart Defender, Historian, Poet,
and Artist of the Pure Spanish Horse
at his Tribute by the National Association of Judges
of the Pure Spanish Horse at SICAB 2009

	
  
Dear Friends,
I feel very honored that you have had the kindness to
recognize the 25th Anniversary of my work as a judge and
my dedication to my profession and to the Pure Spanish
Horse. That first year, 1984, was the year I judged the
Championships of Costa Rica and Spain.
Memories of long conversations with important judges of
that time come to mind, judges such as Juan del Castillo,
Manuel Martínez Boloix, and Manuel Gómez Lama, from
whom I had much to learn.
In those times, many weekends were spent visiting the
breeding farms of a prior generation to speak with the
breeders and foremen in the conviction that there is
always something more to learn.
Then, the three years when I spent evening after evening
at the National Library and the Royal Academy of History
helped me to learn, through their ancient and treasured
tomes, various characteristics and aspects of the Spanish
horse that had been lost in oral tradition.

	
  
Sr. Juan Llamas of Spain riding a Spanish stallion in the Doma
Vaquera tradition

Over time I opened roads and markets for the Spanish
Horse, such as England, Australia, Canada, Brazil,
Ecuador, New Zealand, Venezuela, and various states of
the United States, such as California, Nevada, Oregon,
Washington, Virginia, and New Mexico.
The perspective that I have gleaned from this quarter
century of lecturing, writing, and judging the PRE leads
me to express several personal conclusions.
•

•
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•

The judges have been almost mute witnesses to the
changing of the authoritarian attitude of the Cría
Caballar to the authoritarianism of ANCCE. It was
logical, because history shows that whenever a
rebellion succeeds, it becomes a body that exercises its
power with an iron fist.
There are, as an example, prohibitions especially for
the judges. Each year these increase to the point that
makes you want to go out with a big sign that says:
Forbidden to Forbid!
As for our work, it is worth asking ourselves, " What
are we doing?" In the meeting we held recently in
Sevilla, Alfonso del Castillo said things that caught our
attention:

There are Judges who rarely depart from
giving a "good" score of "7."
o There are Judges whose scores differ
significantly from those of his two
companions and judges who score the same
horse
very
differently
at
different
competitions.
I'll give you one more example: the mare
"Triunfadora," three times Champion of Spain, who on
one such occasion, a judge scored well below the
others. Was it the best entry? Maybe, but it is also
possible that her fame, her attractive femininity, and
beauty clouded the view of these judges so far as to
treat with kindness the lack of bone, that her joint
angles were wide open—both the scapular-humeral
and femur-tibial—and its horizontal croup with the
birth of the tail higher than the point of her hips.
Details that suggest that one of her progenitors prayed
to Muhammad at sunset.
These disagreements express various irregularities [in
the process] to qualify as a judge in the assessment of
our horses, probably due to insufficient preparation,
making the desired unification of criteria impossible.
o

•

(continued on page 4)
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(Words of Juan Llamas—continued from page 3)

•

	
  

It is not enough to be free from criticism at the end of a
horse show by rewarding what is already winning. We
have an obligation to act with our own criteria and
courage to bring the Spanish Horse on the road that
leads to the definition of the prototype of this breed.

What to do? I see no other solution than frequent meetings
in different parts of Spain where there is active judging of
horses, comments, and questions.
Then in ending, as is my wont, please permit me to finish
with a few words of poetry devoted to our horse:
Watch it while chewing grass and wildflowers in the
carpet of a warm spring, the pulse of the field is in
its mouth, and the breeze trembles in his mane like a
breath of God.
Drown your soul in those eyes full of the leagues
that guard in his retina the stubbornness of fighting
bulls, shoulders of empires in flight, and dark
glimpses of swaying hips.
Delight in his lips, trembling just as a newborn
[peralo], as a woman’s lips after the first kiss, waking
to the dawn the crystal sleeping dew, and cheering
in the afternoon the call of the blue streams.
Discover the freedom that is always springing in his
loins and see the miracle of being the whirlwind and
the quiet place, the quiet place and the whirlwind.
And, finally, when the time comes that your shadow
has merged with your body… Courage brother!
Death is less than death if a man has his horse by his
side.

Thank you,
Juan Llamas
—Printed by permission of MBH

	
  

The Classic Goes Big Time at the VHC
Ron Saunders has been gate steward at the ERAHC Classic
show for the past five years, a position he will hold again in
2010. Competitors remember him as the calming presence
and steadying voice at the entrance to the arena. Ron has a
long history with the Virginia Horse Center, going back to
the time when the only things taller than the grass (aside
from a few trees) were the bulldozers.
Construction on the then 378-acre site began in 1987,
and the facility opened later that same year with two
outdoor show rings, a covered arena, a hunter course, and
two barns providing 240 stalls. In 1990, phase two of
construction was completed with two more horse barns and
a state-of-the-art indoor arena, the Anderson Coliseum,
which contains a 150’ x 300’ arena and 4,000 seats. Since
then, the facility has grown to more than 600 acres that
accommodate additional barns and arenas, two crosscountry jumping courses, and miles of trails. The East
Complex, where ERAHC has held the Classic for the past
several years, one was one of the last major additions, but
the Virginia Horse Center continues to grow.
Nevertheless, as Ron told me in a recent conversation,
the Anderson Coliseum has always been the focus for the
biggest, best, and most prestigious regional, national, and
international events. These events have included the USEF
Pony Medal Finals, World Percheron Congress, USEF Fourin-Hand Championships, Virginia International Three-Day
Event, International Friesian Show Horse Association Grand
Nationals, Arabian Horse Association Sport Horse
Nationals, American Hunter/Jumper Federation Legacy Cup,
American Quarter Horse Association East Coast
Championships, and the National Walking Horse
Association Championships.
This year, the main events of the ERAHC Classic Show
will be held in the Anderson Coliseum. As a long-time
participant in many of the events held in the Coliseum, Ron
wants ERAHC members and supporters to recognize the
significance of our move to a venue that has hosted so
many distinguished equestrian events. Naturally, ERAHC’s
audience will not fill a 4,000-seat arena, but Ron quickly
stated that we should not be concerned; few functions at
the Virginia Horse Center have ever approached capacity.
Most horse shows have more participants than observers.
What is important is that we will be sharing a floor that has
felt so many historic hoofbeats.
Ron, for one, is looking forward to joining our show
again, but this time in a hall where he thinks we should feel
proud to be showing our wonderful horses. He will be there
to welcome each of us as we enter the arena of the
Anderson Coliseum.
—CMS

The Virginia Horse Center’s Anderson Coliseum	
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Seminar with

JUAN LLAMAS
Virginia
17 April 2010
Behind every halter
class, behind every
breeding
program,
behind every desirable
horse lies the issue of
conformation. For the
Pure Spanish Horse, or
Pura Raza Española
(PRE), no one knows more than Sr. Juan Llamas. For the
first time in over a decade, he made a brief tour of the
United States, sponsored by the Foundation for the Pure
Spanish Horse. His first stop was in Virginia, where a small
group of serious aficionados of the Andalusian horse were
treated to an in-depth, and often very personal, treatise on
the conformation of the PRE and beyond.
Sr. Llamas began riding at the age of eight under the
tutelage of Don Jose Reche, a horse trainer for many years
for the Ringling Brothers circus. After he obtained his law
degree in 1955, he eventually became a legal advisor for
the military, which segued into becoming the procurer of
horses for the Cría Caballar as Colonel Controller Perdigó
Cavalry, a position he held for more than fourteen years.
Until 1979, there was only one horse show each year
in all of Spain, in Jerez. In 1980, Sr. Llamas organized the
first show in Seville, the very first SICAB (Salon
Internacional del Caballo), and in 1981, the first show in
Madrid. Thus began a movement that has led to more than
two hundred shows a year dedicated to the Pure Spanish
Horse in Spain today.
During that early time of competitions for the PRE,
however, he found that much information about the
Spanish horse had been lost during the civil war and, later,
Franco’s regime. So he began to collect knowledge,
initially from individuals who had kept the oral tradition
alive. He then spent much of the years 1982-1984 in
library research, while he also apprenticed to become a
judge. The first competitions he judged were in 1984, in
Costa Rica and Seville, and in 1985 he began to organize
classes on the conformation and history of the Spanish
horse.
Sr. Llamas is a prolific writer, but undoubtedly the best
known of his works is This is the Spanish Horse, the
essential reference for aficionados of the PRE. If you own
no other book about the Andalusian, this is the one to
have, whether you are new to the breed or an old hand.

	
  

With the capable assistance of MaryBeth Horan as
translator, Sr. Llamas began his first seminar in the United
States in more than a decade with a comment about how
few men were present in the room. In Spain, it seems, most
of those involved with horses are men. He did say, with a
charming smile, that he had no objection to the number of
women in attendance.
He began with a brief history of the PRE, with the
evidence of paintings and coins going back two thousand
years, and noted that the horses were smaller in the past. A
surprising fact was that there had been some infusion of
French blood in the 19th century. In 1913, the registry of
Spanish horses was established, although horses at that
time were used mostly for work and did not cost much
money. A mixture of military and civilians were involved
in breeding, and each farm kept its own registry. At the
time, there was much discussion on how to define the
Spanish breed, and the initial description was that the
horse must have been born in Spain of Spanish parents. Of
course, this did not work well, because the description fit
any kind of horse. Moreover, there was no control of
naming, and offspring tended to be given the same name
as their sire, leading to much confusion in tracking
bloodlines. In 1985, there was an attempt at some control
by putting tattoos on horses’ lips (with a hot iron!), but the
tattoos wore off. Now we have microchips.
There are still traces of other breeds in Spanish horses
today. At one time, for example, breeders were attracted
by the fashionable hackneys, which made some
contribution to today’s long backs and sometimes
excessively high steps. At this, Sr. Llamas noted that a
PRE’s high step should never have the forearm above the
horizontal; too high, and the horse doesn’t go anywhere.
Breeders also went to the European draft breeds—mostly
the Breton of France, due to its proximity—to add bone.

(continued on page 6)
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(Juan Llamas, continued from page 5)

Most obvious and most prevalent, according to Sr.
Llamas, are traces of the Arabian horse. This can be seen in
horses that have very thin limbs. However, he said that just
by looking at a horse’s head, one can tell what the rest of
the body is like. The characteristic features of the head
begin with the ears, of which there are three types: The
ears of the Arab are pointed, tip backwards, and from the
front, point towards each other. The Spanish horse has ears
that point forward, with a slightly rounded tip. The draft
horse has very straight and relatively small ears.
The second diagnostic part of the head is the profile.
Perhaps the most well known feature of the Arab horse is
its concave, or “dished,” profile. By contrast, the PRE has a
slightly convex profile. According to Sr. Llamas, if a
Spanish horse has a straight profile, then there is some
Arab blood way back in its ancestry. The profile of a draft
horse may be straight or slightly convex. In addition, a
frontal view reveals that the PRE has a very fine nasal
bone, while the Arab’s is wider.
The nostrils of the Arabian horse are round and extend
outside the facial profile. Those of the Spanish horse are
shaped like inverted commas and lie within the facial
profile. The large, round nostrils of an Arab can inhale
large amounts of air, producing great stamina for the
expanses of the desert, but the Spanish horse can expand
his nostrils when he needs to; thus, nature got the same
result in two different ways.
The mouths of these two breeds are also distinctly
different. From the front, the PRE has what the Spanish
refer to as a “rabbit” mouth, with two flaps. The Arabian
horse’s mouth is round, which the Spanish describe as a
“cow’s lip.” In profile, the mouth of the PRE is very long,
which is suitable for the double bridle that often
accompanies the rider’s control of maneuverability. The
Arabian horse usually has a much shorter mouth, but in the
desert, he mostly is ridden straight ahead, so a much
simpler (or no) bit is adequate. The chin below the mouth
is also distinct: that of the PRE is angular, while that of the
Arab is rounded.
The jaw of the Spanish horse follows a long, smooth
arc. That of the Arab has almost a right angle, making it
very strong to chew the tough desert grasses. And if you
put your fist under the throat of an Arabian horse, it will fit
between the two jawbones. There is less space between
the jawbones of the PRE. In general, the head of the
Spanish horse is skin and bone; that of the Arab is more
muscular.
Although the throat of a Spanish horse is not fatty, that
of the Arab is even less so, and its neck is shorter than that
of the PRE; the less weight, the greater the endurance of
the horse to cross great distances in the desert. Moreover, a
horse uses the weight and muscularity of its neck so as to

	
   change its center of gravity, and the Arab horse is designed

for going straight. The more muscular neck of the PRE
contributes to its maneuverability. According to Sr. Llamas,
the once overly muscular neck of the Spanish horse has
been improved recently, including more prominent
withers, which provide a better fit for the saddle.
Finally, the eyes of the Arab are round and protrude
outside the facial profile. Those of the draft horse are what
Sr. Llamas described as “little piggy eyes.” The eyes of the
Spanish horse are triangular, with a slight ridge above, as if
a muscle were lifting the top of the eye, and they lie within
the profile of the face. This triangular eye is unique to the
Spanish horse. Moreover, it should always be black, the
best color for seeing in the sun. And is it true that the eye
should be far from the ears to make room for the brain?
No, but a lower-set eye is more esthetically pleasing.
All this, just about the head!
Moving on to the neck, Sr. Llamas reminded us that all
mammals have seven vertebrae, regardless of the length of
the neck. The difference is in the length of the individual
vertebrae, not their number. Herbivores like horses need a
neck long enough to reach grass and water. All horses
develop the muscles along the top of the neck during
training, but the PRE has a naturally elegant curve to the
top of its neck. In fact, although very rare, horses with a
ewe neck cannot even be registered in Spain. The rarity of
this features attests, perhaps, to the success of the Spanish
mandate. However, because the vertebrae are not attached
to the top of the neck, they sometimes curve downward
too quickly from the head to the torso, resulting in a bulge
at the bottom of the neck. Fortunately, this can be
improved by training…***

Before leaving the “classroom” for the barn to assess
some actual horses, Sr. Llamas reviewed the translated
scorecard that we were given. He commented that a score
of ten is essentially never given. If a judge awards a ten to
a horse, then what is he to do if a better horse comes along
in the same group? So, judges don’t score anything higher
than nine.
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(Juan Llamas, continued from page 6)

The head and neck are scored together although they
are really independent of one another. For example, the
head might be beautiful but the neck poor. In such a case,
the score is an average of what the each might receive if
scored separately. The second category—withers,
shoulder,
and
point
of
shoulder—consists
of
interdependent features. As mentioned previously, if the
withers are good, then the shoulder follows, so these
complement one another and a single score is easily given.
Next, the chest, thorax, and abdomen are scored together.
Again, these are linked together; if the chest is wide, then
the abdomen tends to be wide and the thorax round. The
fourth (back and loin) and fifth (croup and tail) categories
are similar to the first in that the paired features are
somewhat independent of one another, so the resulting
scores will be an average of what each feature might score
if separated. The sixth (front legs and feet) and seventh
(hindquarters, legs, and feet) categories were not discussed,
as earlier discussion of these features left little doubt as to
how to score them.
Movement is assessed separately at walk and trot. The
former should consist of a long step and must go forward
while the head and neck are held tall. A good mark for the
walk is eight. The trot is related to the height at the withers.
The steps should be long but also good in quality,
suggesting that the horse would be able to stop quickly and
maintain a good center of balance. Of course, the gait
should be elevated, but the foreleg should never rise above
horizontal. Balance, etc., includes the judge’s sense of a
horse’s overall harmony, with movement and stance that
are slightly “uphill,” and a look-at-me attitude.
In response to a question raised at this time about
winging, Sr. Llamas said that it is a feature considered very
beautiful and, at one time, very desirable in Spain, but that
it had been almost eliminated in the past twenty years.
There are two types: the first is a simple swing outward of
the leg below the knee; the second also has a break at the
fetlock. The latter is not considered good, but both forms
can be very hard on a horse’s feet and joints.
At this point, the group moved to the barn, where Sr.
Llamas demonstrated that a judge should first look at a
horse from five or six meters away to get an overall
impression before moving closer, to about two or three
meters, to examine individual features. Ironically, the
owners of the farm at which the seminar was held were in
the business of breeding Arabian horses, so we began with
a fine example of that breed, a spectacular four-year-old
grey mare. Sr. Llamas pointed out many of the features that
he had described earlier. Then, well versed in what were
fine features of an Arab but that should not appear on a
Pure Spanish Horse, we then turned to a PRE stallion	
  

	
   brought by our Foundation host, Caren Cooper. The

participants marked their own scorecards, after which Sr.
Llamas reviewed each feature of the horse in turn and
offered his own scores for comparison. It was noted that,
although the horse’s croup was slightly high, he was a
young horse and had not yet stopped growing. This raised
a question as to how a judge assessed foals and weanlings.
The answer was that it was very subjective and often
depended on a judge’s overall impression of a young
horse.

We retired back to the “classroom” for additional
questions, of which there were few. It seems everyone was
suffering from “information overload.” It was amazing how
much knowledge one man could expound in so little time,
with virtually no repetition!
Before finishing, I have to mention that we were
provided with a wonderful venue, including breakfast and
lunch, by our location hosts, Walda and Bob Marsh. They
treated us to the cuisine of Spain: a wonderful paella,
homemade sangria, and flan! They had lived there at one
time and took the opportunity to add to their culinary
knowledge, much to our delight. And the Virginia
countryside treated us to a beautiful spring day.
Long-time members of ERAHC will remember the two
occasions when Sr. Juan Llamas brought his special
knowledge to the judging of the Classic show in Lexington,
Virginia, in 2000 and 2006. For old and new members, I
offer the hope that he will so honor us again.
***A great deal more was said about the rest of the body
and conformation of the Andalusian horse, but space in the
newsletter is limited. The full article is available on
ERAHC’s website and includes approximately two more
pages of detail about conformation. Please visit
www.erahc.org.
—CMS
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The United States
PRE Association:
Proud Sponsors of
the 2010 ERAHC
Classic ANCCE
Show
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
The United States PRE Association (USPRE) is the official
American representative organization for the Studbook of
the PRE Horse of Spain. USPRE was founded in 2007 to
officially represent the PRE horse in the United States, to
assist American breeders in their interactions with Spain
and the Studbook, and to promote the PRE horse within the
dressage community. USPRE is a non-profit organization
dedicated to service and education and is guided by a
distinguished Honorary Board that includes many leaders
in the American dressage community, such as Lendon
Gray, Kathy Connelly, Robert Dover, Jan Brons, and Tim
Ober.
The PRE horse is both an ancient and modern
breed. Its baroque beauty has been celebrated for centuries
in Europe, and its bloodlines date back to before the 16th
Century. At the same time, the PRE is the sport-horse
world’s fastest developing breed. Protected and serviced by
the Spanish breeders’ association, ANCCE—the managers
of the PRE Studbook—the PRE has recently joined the
World Breeding Federation of Sport Horses and is
recognized as a sport horse breed within the European
Union.
The PRE horse has always been a horse for
functionality and was developed in earliest times for the
collected and technical movements of High School
Dressage. Historically, the PRE horse has been used in
many disciplines, including bullfighting, driving, and
classical performance. In recent decades, the horse has
improved its overall athleticism. Selective breeding within
its own bloodlines has produced a slightly larger, more
powerful horse with the capability of the extended gaits
without losing the innate ability for collection and
animation. At the same time, the PRE horse has maintained
its outstanding disposition and intelligence for which it has
been known from the very beginning.

	
  

To join USPRE or to
learn more about the
PRE Horse, visit us at
www.usprea.com	
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The PRE horse has had considerable success in
international dressage in the past ten years, most notably
the Spanish team, which included Rafael Soto and Invasor
and several other PREs, in the World Equestrian Games in
2002, the European Championships from 2002-2005, and
culminating in Olympic Silver in Athens in 2004. At the
most recent Olympics in Hong Kong, PRE horse Fuego and
his rider quietly finished 16th ahead of many well-known
pairs. There is no other alternate breed to the warmblood
that has represented its country as successfully in
international championships, nor has any other nonGerman breed obtained an Olympic medal for team
competition other than the PRE.
Today, the PRE horse is growing in popularity in
the United States, a country where it has been bred
domestically for over thirty years. The USPRE membership
is continually growing, attracting breeders and riders alike.
USPRE is intensely involved in the support of American
PRE breeders, providing services and education through
clinics, revision tours, and tribunals, sponsoring annual
Spanish-sanctioned breed shows, and recently introducing
El Caballo Magazine in English. In its promotion of the PRE
horse to the sport horse world, USPRE has initiated a
number of events and national programs to support PRE
riders and to provide education about the horse to the
community where the PRE can excel. Dressage High Point
Challenges have been held at major shows throughout the
country. In 2008 USPRE established a USDF All Breeds
Program resulting in respectable numbers and high scores
in its first two years. Additionally, USPRE sponsors USDF
Sport Horse Breed Championships for PRE horses at the
major breed shows across the country, including a PRE
class at Devon for the first time in 2009.
USPRE is particularly pleased to be sponsors of this
year’s ERAHC Classic ANCCE Show. We congratulate all
the competitors and wish them the best of luck, and we
stand behind and cheer
all PREs and their riders
in these competitions!
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Headgear Requirements for Shows
As most of you probably know, well-known dressage rider
Courtney King-Dye suffered a debilitating accident while
training a young horse early in March. The resulting skull
fracture might have been prevented had she been wearing
a safety helmet. The severity of her injury, especially given
her relatively “safe” discipline of dressage, has quickly
raised consciousness of the importance of protective
headgear. A common reaction is that of the Mt. Holyoke
Equestrian Center, where we will be holding our Region 6
shows in July and where a long-established rule is now
being tightly enforced: All mounted participants must wear
an ASTM/SEI-certified helmet at all times, with the sole
exception that, if your particular class requires other
headgear, you may change from a helmet to that headgear
as you enter the arena. If you do not have someone with
you to help carry your hat and make the exchange, please
inform the show office in advance, and we will make sure
that a volunteer is available to help. If you are seen
mounted without a helmet, you will be asked to put one
on. If you are seen a second time without one, Mt.
Holyoke Equestrian Center will not permit you to ride in
the show. The Virginia Horse Center has a similar policy,
and we strongly recommend that you follow it. We know
they’re hot; we know they’re ugly; but we also know they
can save your life.

Special Junior Award at the Region 6 Show
The premiere equestrian publication Massachusetts Horse
is providing a special Junior Horsemanship Award to be
presented at ERAHC’s Region 6 Show to a deserving junior
exhibitor. The award is to be given to a junior who,
although not winning, displays an exceptional work ethic
and attitude. The award includes a large, tri-color ribbon, a
free one-year subscription to Massachusetts Horse, and a
prize packet of horse products. The recipient will be
selected by show committee members and will be
recognized at the show. Our special thanks to MA Horse.
The Massachusetts Horse Junior
Horsemanship Award is given to
the junior exhibitor who has shown
the best horsemanship and
sportsmanship at this event. This is
the junior who is not winning, but
who is working hard, with a great
attitude. This junior is taking good
care of their horse, cheering on
their friends, and helping others.

mahorse.com

	
   ERAHC 2010 Year-End Award Program
It isn’t too late to get involved in ERAHC’s Year-End Award
Program for 2010. The show season has barely started!
To earn points, your horse must be properly recorded with
IALHA as pure Spanish, pure Portuguese, pure
Spanish/Portuguese, or half-Andalusian. The exhibitor or
owner/lessee must be a current member in good standing
of ERAHC for 2010.
To get started, download the Nomination Form from
www.erahc.org, or contact Rosalie Wenckoski at 740-6766271 for a copy. Submit the form before your first
competition or trail ride to mark the beginning of
accumulating your points. Include a check for $25 for one
division or $50 for two or more divisions for each horseand-rider or horse-and-handler combination entered.
Then download the Show Record and/or Trail Log forms
from the website and start keeping track. Finally, send in
your completed forms before November 30th, 2010.
There are 14(!) award divisions—including dressage, inhand/halter classes, English disciplines, Western, leisure
trail riding, and a grab-bag division with everything from
driving to working equitation—so there is surely something
that will suit you and your horse. For additional details
about divisions, rules, and scoring, visit the ERAHC
website or contact Rosalie (above).

ERAHC Show Update
Why isn’t there more information in this newsletter about
the impending Region 6 and Classic shows? Everything you
need (and, hopefully, want) to know about them is in the
show Omnibus. What??? You didn’t get one? Contact your
favorite Board member (see page 2 of this newsletter) to get
your own (Omnibus, that is, not board member), and find
out why you weren’t sent one earlier. We will make sure it
doesn’t happen again.
Show updates that come out after this newsletter and the
Omnibus have been mailed will be emailed to everyone
on our email list. If you have not received an email from
me, the Hoof Prints editor, in the past month, then we do
not have your email address. Contact membership director
Brenda Hammar at the email address or telephone number
listed for her on page 2 of this newsletter as soon as
possible.
Important: If you do not have email, we are still eager to
reach you, but we need to know the best way to do so. Let
us know.
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Member Communiqués
ERAHC member April Baxter of Lexington, Kentucky,
wrote to tell us of a wonderful experience she had
recently:
“I recently attended an American Competitive Trial Horse
Association (ACTHA) ride in Winchester, Kentucky. The
ride had six judged obstacles along a seven-mile course.
My sister’s Andalusian mare, Regalio de Dios, did all six
obstacles, and we had a great day riding in perfect
springtime weather. However, she didn’t want to get her
feet west, so she did a nice, big leap over the creek, and
the photographer caught it. I highly recommend these rides
as a fun way to spend time with your horse. Check them
out at www.actha.com to find a ride in your area.”

Proof, indeed, that Andalusians can jump!

Long-time member Rosalie Wenckoski and her sevenyear-old Andalusian gelding Hombre Arana achieved a
long-time goal by winning First Place in the 2009
Farnam/USEF Horse of the Year (HOTY) Awards division
for Region 7 Andalusian/ Lusitano Saddle Horse, as well
as fifth place in the A/L Performance Horse division. The
team also received High Point Award at last year’s ERAHC
Classic
Show.
Rosalie
does want
to point out
that
her
trainer,
Mike
Schmidt,
had
something
to do with
it.
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Also receiving
HOTY Awards
for 2009 were
ERAHC
member
Heather
Hayes and her
halfAndalusian
mare Cinta de
Seda (the other
half is Quarter
Horse), who finished first in both Half-A/L Saddle Horse
and Half-A/L Performance Horse for both Regions 6 and 7,
as well as Half A/L Halter Horse for Region 7. That sounds
like a lot of hours and a lot of miles on the road!
On top of that, they
moved into a new home,
Fenton Brook Farm, in
Ashford, Connecticut, in
2010. After years of
freelance training at
various
farms,
the
purchase of this fifteenacre facility is a dream
come true for Heather.
The farm has a spacious
eleven-stall barn, indoor
arena,
two
outdoor
arenas, and plenty of turnout (a rarity in New England).
Heather plans to offer lots of clinics in 2010 and 2011 (any
chance for a Working Equitation clinic, Heather?) in
addition to open dressage competitions and training
programs that focus on getting ready for breed inspections
and stallion approval.
IMPORTANT REMINDER!
If you received this newsletter, but you are not a member,
this will be the last one you get. Hopefully, we have
impressed you that Hoof Prints and the other member
benefits are worth parting with a few dollars. ERAHC is an
excellent way to keep in touch with other breeders and
owners of Andalusian, Lusitano, and part-Iberian horses.
At the end of this newsletter, you will find a
membership application. Please use it now! There is still
time to get your member discounts for the shows this
summer and then see your name in the Fall issue of Hoof
Prints. The business member form is available on our
website at www.erahc.org.
If you are already a member, please pass on the form
to a friend. You don’t need to own an Iberian horse in
order to become a member of ERAHC.
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Go to MaryBeth Horan of La Tienda Española for her
tireless efforts on behalf of knowledge and education in the
realm of the Andalusian and Lusitano horses. Her latest
achievement was as translator for Sr. Juan Llamas on his
recent tour of the United States, a role she previously
performed for Juan Carlos Altamirano during his U.S. tour.
Long-time ERAHC members know MaryBeth well for the
wonderful books and other Iberian-related products she
sells at ERAHC shows, other Andalusian and Lusitano
horse shows, and online at www.latiendaespanola.com.
Kudos and thanks also go to Rosalie Wenckoski for all the
time and energy she put into representing ERAHC at the
Ohio Equine Affaire in April. Staffing a booth at a large
expo is fun, but it is an exhausting amount of work before,
during, and after the show. And usually you don’t even get
to see the show!
Hoof Prints Needs Your Help!
ERAHC’s newsletter is not only for its members but is also by its
members. We would like to publish your views and news so that
other members know what is going on in the world of ERAHC.
Even more, we welcome your articles and notes. You know what
you want to say but don’t know quite how to say it? Well, that’s
what an editor is for. Is there a topic you would like to know

MaryBeth Horan translated for Juan Llamas during his 2010
lecture/seminar tour of the U.S. The ERAHC Board of Directors
wishes to recognize her ongoing commitment to the knowledge
and promotion of the Andalusian and Lusitano horses in the U.S.

	
  

more about? Let’s research it together. If you have an idea, get in
touch at erahceditor@earthlink.net to discuss it. Holding (or just
know about) a clinic that might interest members? Send it in for
our (future) Calendar. To those who contributed to this issue,
including advertisers, go my sincerest thanks. Hoof Prints is the
voice of ERAHC, and that means its members. I look forward to
hearing from you.
—Carol Stockton, Editor, Hoof Prints
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WORKING EQUITATION and ERAHC
By Pamela Cohen
Working Equitation essentially is a combined discipline
that showcases skills related to the working of cattle. The
discipline provides a wonderful blend of horsemanship
skills based on dressage, but goes beyond to demonstrate
more of a working application. There are four phases:
Dressage (flatwork); Ease of Handling (style), which is
judged by the same criteria as dressage, but with obstacles;
Speed, where only time and completing all the obstacles
correctly count; and a cattle test (team penning equivalent)
which is only required when there are teams competing at
the highest (advanced) level at a national or international
event. Working Equitation was first introduced as a
competition in Italy and became so popular in Europe that
in order to regulate championship competitions an
organization—the World Association for Working
Equitation (WAWE)—was formed to set rules and standards
and host international competitions. There have been
European national championships since 1998 and several
world championships hosted by different countries. Since
them, this list has grown to national organizations to
include Brazil, Mexico, and now the UK.
In 2007, ERAHC was the first club in the U.S.A. to
offer classes in the three phases of Working Equitation at its
IALHA-recognized shows. Participation in 2008 and 2009
showed a growing interest, so Working Equitation will
again be part of both of our shows in 2010. In the absence
of established U.S. regulations, the Club has adapted rules
from the 2009 WAWE regulations (www.workequitationwawe.com) for use at ERAHC shows. ERAHC offers
Introductory (walk/trot), Novice, and Intermediate levels.
Our goal, for now, is to introduce people and their horses
to Working Equitation and to provide them with a
foundation on which they can build a good understand of
the discipline.
Any rider can successfully compete with any horse—
of any breed—that has the attitude and the morphology to
perform the movements and maneuvers of Working
Equitation. This year (2010)
has all three phases being
offered on a single day to
promote the discipline’s
ideals and to get more riders
and horses to compete.
Also, a rider can choose to
participate in just the
obstacle classes. Each level
has a particular skill set that
provides classes in which

	
  

ERAHC Shows offer classes that
enable horses and riders from any
discipline and level to participate.
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   a rider and horse of any age or ability can compete (except
that a horse must be at least four years old). Each
class/phase has a specific judge’s card, with scores and
comments. Competitors may pick up their card(s) from the
show secretary’s office after the Working Equitation
championship awards.

Phase One: Dressage
The key to Working Equitation’s appeal comes from the
obstacle phases. But it is the degree of self-carriage and
collection necessary for the dressage phase that sets up the
horse and rider to successfully negotiate the obstacles. The
tests used in the dressage phase of competition are
specifically designed for Working Equitation and are
ridden in a small dressage arena (20m x 40m). At more
advanced levels, the test is ridden with the reins in one
hand only, but lower levels are permitted the use of two
hands. To encourage participation by riders from various
disciplines, ERAHC will offer an Introductory level
competition using the USDF Intro B (walk/trot) test. For the
Novice and Intermediate levels, we will use the UK tests
(go to www.workingequitationuk.com).
At ERAHC’s Shows, lowerlevel competitors can
participate in any tack and
attire, as long as they are
consistent.

Phase Two:
Ease of Handling
This phase might be called
“dressage with attitude,” as
it is literally a dressage test
with obstacles and is judged and scored the same way.
According to the 2009 WAWE regulations, “the
objective…is to evidence both the rider’s and horse’s
capacity to tranquilly, precisely, stylishly, and regularly
perform any obstacles representing difficulties which could
be encountered in the field or
which could evidence the
empathy existing between the
horse-rider combination.”
“Empathy” is a magical
word that defines the elusive
connection
that
exists
between horse and rider. It is
especially emphasized in
Working Equitation and is
most evident in this 2nd
phase. For me, this is what is
most appealing about the
Kimberly Garvis at the
2009 ERAHC Classic.
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discipline. Each obstacle’s judging criterion imparts an
instructive gem: “harmony and precision,” “to jump
naturally and with assurance,” “continuity and perfection
of performance,” and “a natural, relaxed attitude.”
The required obstacles simulate situations that a horse
and rider might encounter working in the field. They
include opening and closing a gate, crossing a bridge,
negotiating a small jump, ringing a bell, lifting a jug of
water, retrieving and depositing a goad (pole), and reining
back between poles.
Phase Three: Speed
This phase also involves a course with obstacles. Unlike
the Ease of Handling phase, however, style is not the issue.
The goal is to finish the course as fast as possible; what
counts is completing all obstacles without knocking down
any of the obstacles or dropping anything.
Pam and
Quinones step
up the pace a
bit during the
Phase Three of
Working
Equitation at
the 2009
ERAHC Classic
Show.

ERAHC’s Goal
Beginning in 2008, ERAHC has sponsored three Working
Equitation clinics with Kimberly Garvis, who at that time
had recently moved to the U.S. from Brazil, where she
trained and competed for seven years. There are new
clinics already scheduled within ERAHC’s membership
region for the summer of 2010. In fact, Working Equitation
clinics are starting to pop up all over the U.S., so it may
not be long before this new discipline catches on here.
For a taste of what Working Equitation can be in the
hands of experts, pay a visit to YouTube and watch a few
videos. Prominent competitors I recommend include Pedro
Torres on Oxidado, Helen Barlow on Sasa, Marcia
Wakeman on Tostao, and UK coach João Lynce. There is
considerable information, including rules and obstacle
diagrams,
available
from
the
U.K.’s
website:
www.workingequitationuk.com.
In the absence of established U.S. regulations, ERAHC
will be using an adaptation of the 2009 International
Working Equitation Regulations established by WAWE
(www.workequitation-wawe.com). For example, WAWE
rules require that competitors in major championships
dress and tack in the traditional attire of the country.
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   However, ERAHC will permit any attire as long as dress

and tack are of the same type and nationality—i.e.,
Spanish, Portuguese, western, hunter, dressage, etc. Other
guidelines will be provided in the 2010 ERAHC shows
Prize List and are soon to be available on the Club’s
website: www.erahc.org. The rules that will be in use at
the ERAHC shows will be available on the ERAHC website
soon, in time for the Region 6 Show in July.
ERAHC’s shows provide and foster a relaxed, friendly
atmosphere that is very rider- and horse-friendly. And since
the Working Equitation classes are open to all breeds of
horses, all three phases will be offered on a single day so
that participants not otherwise involved in the three-day
breed show can compete without an overnight stay. For
ERAHC members, the Working Equitation classes also
qualify for the Club’s Year End Awards.
ERAHC’s goal and hope, then, is that Working
Equitation will catch on and grow in the U.S. in the way
that it already has in Europe and South America.

The first U.S. team? At the 2009 ERAHC Classic show, Working
Equitation participants/competitors (left to right) Pam Cohen
with Quinones, Kimberly Garvis with Urdano, and Shelby Hume
with Papageo took a moment to celebrate.

Education/Promotion Committee member, author, and
Working Equitation diva Pam Cohen would also like to
remind our members, supporters, and future members of…
ERAHC’s Mission Statement
“We will promote harmony and goodwill among the
community of the Iberian horses: Andalusians, Portuguese,
Spanish-Portuguese, and crossbreds. We will do this
through our annual shows, clinics, social events, and our
regular newsletter. We will work to increase public
awareness of the Iberian horse and the history and
traditions of the breed.”
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Saddles	
  for	
  Sale	
  
Used

• Stubben Maestoso dressage—black, 17 ½” seat,
XW tree, deep and secure; demo condition $1650.00
• Black Country Vinici monoflap dressage—18” seat,
wide tree, black, demo model $2600.00 (Current
suggested retail $3450.00)
• Collegiate Jessica dressage—17 ½” wide, good
“used” condition $650.00
• Roosli Pilatus—17” mw tree, black, good condition
$1650.00
New

• Kieffer Model 3000 all-purpose—black 17” seat
with new leathers and irons $1800.00 (Suggested
retail $2600.00) built on the Kieffer adjustable tree
• Stubben Roxanne S jump saddle—17 ½”, 31 cm
tree, havana brown $1200.00 (Suggested retail over
$2000.00)
• KB Saddlery Santis dressage—17 ½” MW tree. An
award winning saddle for design and quality, from
The Society of Master Saddlers-England
Saddles are available for trial.
Please contact Brenda—603-635-3868 or
Tacknology@aol.com	
  

	
   Classified Ads
Horse For Sale: Double Registered Andalusian/Arabian
gelding, 7-yo, 15.2HH. Gorgeous
dark bay, tiny star. Grandson of
Teodoro. Dam: Bonita Ladora
10ee; Sire: Sidi Akbar. Beautiful
disposition. 90-days professional
training. Bold on trail (not
spooky), easy to work with.
Sound, healthy. To excellent
home only. $5,000. Blue Ridge,
VA.
Pics/details,
contact
Baileysprat@aol.com or call 540977-6840.
Horse For Sale: Registered
Andalusian mare, 15-yo,
15.3HH,
grey. Lovely
Teodoro daughter; Dam:
Legendaria de Hur. Sweet
and
excellent
under
saddle; proven broodmare.
Sound & healthy. No vices
and very easy to work
with. $15,000.
To
excellent
home
only.
Pics/details,
contact
Baileysprat@aol.com or call 540-977-6840.
Breeding For Sale: Choose from one of these two
magnificent stallions, Certero V, 16.1 h black pre stallion,
or Favorito KG, 16.2h black /bay Pre Stallion. Breeding
includes, booking, 1st collection, and (one) container
transport. Pure bred or other- $ 1000.00 for more
information contact Brenda Hammar 603-635-3868 or
tacknology@aol.com
Your Ad Here!
Classified advertising in Hoof Prints is free for text only or just $5
with a photo if you are a member of ERAHC. Space is limited, so
classified ads will be accepted in the order received. Paid
advertising is available to anyone, but business members of
ERAHC get a special discount. See page two of this newsletter for
more information.


	
  

Foals Galore!

The winner of our Cutest Foal Photo contest is Lauri
Burnley of Wildwood Farm Equine Center. Thirty-three
photos were submitted for consideration, but our voters
found this face just irresistible! (I suspect the tongue
helped.) Lauri will receive a ticket to the Saturday-night
feast at her choice of either the ERAHC Region 6 Show
(July 24th) or ERAHC Classic Show (September 4th). We
hope you bring this cutie along with you!
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2010 ERAHC Year End Award Program
ERAHC is offering a Year End Award Program to its members. First place will receive a trophy, and the remaining places (2nd
through 6th) will receive a large tri-color rosette. These winners will be recognized in the newsletter, the general membership
meeting, and on the website.
To earn points, your horse must be properly recorded with IALHA as pure Spanish, pure Portuguese, pure Spanish/
Portuguese, or half Andalusian. A copy of the horse’s registration papers must be included with the nomination application.
The exhibitor or owner/lessee must be a current member in good standing of ERAHC for the year.
Participants must submit a Nomination Form on or before their first competition or leisure trail ride. This will then denote the
start of recording your points. All Show Records and Trail Logs must be received by November 30, 2010 to count for that
year. Horse/rider or horse/handler combination must remain the same for the year.
A horse may be nominated for a fee of $25 per division. There is a flat fee of $50 if nominating in two or more divisions.
Exhibitors will keep track of their own scores/points for the year on the Show Record and Trail Log sheets provided by
ERAHC.
Categories may be split into Andalusian/Lusitano and Half Andalusian if there are more than six participants in a division.
Categories may also be split into Open, Amateur, and Junior exhibitors if there are six or more participants within a division.

Award Divisions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

USDF Recognized Dressage Shows: Introductory Level (Walk/Trot)
USDF Recognized Dressage Shows: Training & First Level
USDF Recognized Dressage Shows: Second thru Fourth Level
USDF Recognized Dressage Shows: FEI Level
Unrecognized Dressage Shows: All levels
USDF Sport Horse In-hand
USEF Recognized Halter Horse: Andalusian/Lusitano
USEF Recognized Halter Horse: Half Andalusian
USEF/USEA Recognized Shows: English disciplines – Hunters (on the flat or over fences), Jumpers, Combined
Training, Horse Trials, Saddle Seat, etc.
Unrecognized Shows: English disciplines (same as Division 9)
USEF/USEA Recognized Shows: Western disciplines – Western Pleasure, Western Equitation, Reining, Speed
(barrels and pole bending)
Unrecognized Shows: Western disciplines (same as Division 11)
Recognized/Unrecognized Performance Division: Classes not listed above, e.g., driving, Doma Vaquera,
gymkhana/games, competitive trail, working equitation
Leisure Trail Riding: Based on miles logged on the trail

Forms and additional information, including scoring, are available on the ERAHC website: www.erahc.org
Make nomination checks payable to ERAHC.
Send all nomination and recording forms to:
ERAHC Year End Awards
Rosalie Wenckoski
55830 Winding Hill Road
Bellaire, OH 43906
740-676-6271
rwenckoski@1st.net

It isn’t too late to begin participating for 2010! The Fall show season is still ahead.
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Dancing with Horses
featuring

The Equus Projects
	
  

	
  

Foto, Janet Biggs

	
  
Exhibition	
  for	
  the	
  ERAHC	
  Horse	
  Show	
  
Mount	
  Holyoke	
  Equestrian	
  Center	
  
South	
  Hadley,	
  MA	
  
Saturday,	
  July	
  24th	
  at	
  6pm	
  
	
  
Followed	
  by	
  a	
  Parade	
  of	
  Breeds	
  and	
  Tapas	
  Party	
  
	
  
Tickets:	
  $5	
  
	
  
Contact:	
  Patricia	
  Norcia	
  860-391-2767	
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ERAHC Membership Application
New Membership

2010 Membership Renewal

(Visit ERAHC’s website, www.erahc.org, for a Business Membership Application)

Name of Applicant (please print) ________________________________________________________
Additional family members ___________________ ___________________ __________________
(family memberships only)
Farm Name _________________________________________________________________________
Address ____________________________________________________________________________
City _____________________________________________ State ___________ Zip ____________
Phone _____________________ Cell _____________________ Fax ________________________
Email ______________________________ Website________________________________________
(Please	
  circle	
  any	
  information	
  you	
  do	
  not	
  want	
  included	
  in	
  the	
  Membership	
  Directory.)	
  

Your membership includes:

	
  ••
•
•
•
•

	
  

Please tell us about yourself:

Discounts for clinics, shows & seminars
Free classified ads in the newsletter
Free classified advertising on the ERAHC
website
Electronic news briefs
Annual membership directory
Subscription to Hoof Prints (newsletter)





Family Membership
Full Membership
Juniors (18 and under)

$50
$40
$15

Number of Andalusian horses owned:
# of pure Spanish ___ # of pure Portuguese ___
# of Spanish/Portuguese ___ # of Half-bred ___

	
  
Pleasure Owner ___ Breeder ___ Agent ___
	
   ___ Sales ___ Trainer ___ Importer ___
Boarding
Stallion Service ___ Offspring for sale ___
If you show, what types of classes do you enter?
In hand ___ Dressage ___ Hunter ___ Western ___
English Pleasure ___ Working Equitation ___
Other__________________________________

	
  
	
  

Please make checks payable to ERAHC and send this form and your check to:
Brenda Hammar, ERAHC Membership
96 Jeremy Hill Road Pelham, NH 03076

Phone: 603-635-3868
Email: erahc.membership@hotmail.com

WE NEED YOUR HELP! Please check any areas where you would be willing to assist:
Newsletter
Calendar of events
Education projects
Vendors
Show scorer

Website
Booth/shows
Fund raising
Silent auction
Show ring/gate steward

Classified ads
Computer skills
Awards
Membership
Show runner

Show results
Advertising/marketing
Volunteer coordinator
Show scribe
Show setup/breakdown

Office Use Only:
Date rec: __________ Paid: ___________ Data input: _________ Membership No. ____________ Card sent: ____________	
  

	
  

2010 ERAHC RAFFLE
The Eastern Region Andalusian Horse Club is
having a 50/50 raffle, and only 200 tickets are
available at $50 apiece. You do not need to be a
member of ERAHC to participate. The winner of the
raffle will get half the total money received, which
could be as much as $10,000 —up to $5,000 for the raffle winner and $5,000 for
ERAHC. And with only 200 tickets available, that means you have a 1-in-200 chance to
win, which beats the state lottery by a mile. There also will be some runner-up prizes, yet
to be determined. Tickets must be purchased no later than (extended deadline) July 17th.
(If tickets are left, they will be available at the show.) The winner will be drawn at the
Tapas Party on Saturday, July 24th, at the ERAHC Region 6 Show. You do not need to be
present to win.
To purchase tickets:
Contact Sarah Gately Wilson at 570-897-6895 or sarah@oldstonehousefarm.com
	
  
	
  
	
  
ERAHC

	
  

c/o Brenda H am m ar
96 Jerem y H ill
Pelham , N H 03076
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